Green Drain™ is an eco-friendly solution to prevent pests, the spread of dangerous bacteria and harmful odors in drain outlets.

Green Drain™ is simple to install, improves drainage, conserves water and reduces the time and cost of maintenance procedures.

**Specification:** Series inline floor drain trap seal with UV resistant ABS plastic housing, silicone rubber sealing flapper and four flexible sealing ribs. Tested and certified to the ASSE 1072 Standard, UPC and listed with IAPMO & I.C.C.

**Function:** Used in the outlet connections of floor drain bodies, or the inside of floor drain strainers to seal the opening to prevent odors, sewer gases and insects from entering up through the floor drain grate. Green Drain™ can also be inserted into the drain housing of kitchen sinks to reduce noise and backsplash from garbage disposal units. The Green Drains four flexible silicone sealing ribs ensure easy installation into openings that have variations in size. The Green Drain™ will open to allow drainage and close when there is no water flow. It can be used in new construction or retro-fit applications where trap primers were never installed or have failed.

**How it Works**

The Green Drain™ has a one way valve that was created to eliminate odors with the use of strong silicone skirts. The seal technology prevents any liquid, sewer gases or bugs from coming back up through the drain into your facility, but allows the original waste to exit through the sewage system.

The Green Drains™ silicone flaps also prevent flood damage and insects from entering into your drain piping, while blocking harmful overflow, standing water and hazardous sewer gases from leaking up through the drain. This is a perfect solution for eliminating odors and keeping your floor drains clear of problems.

**Unlike Competitors**

Requires **NO** caulk or expensive installation tools.
Easy to install & easy to remove.
Durable- will not break during installation or removal.
Seals tight, **NO** leaking!

This Product is covered by one or more U.S., Canada and foreign patents, including U.S. Patent #7900288 and 9027172
TRADITIONAL FLOOR DRAIN TECHNOLOGY POSES A VARIETY OF PROBLEMS IN TERMS OF MAINTENANCE AND SAFETY, BUT THE GREEN DRAIN™ SOLVES THESE MAJOR PROBLEMS IN A BIG WAY:

Green Drain™ is the ultimate security system for your drains. It is important to cover, empty or clean potential mosquito breeding sites, such as open drains, to eliminate the threat of diseases like The Zika Virus. The Green Drain’s longevity surpasses traditional chemical applicants

**ELIMINATES:**
- The need to pour pesticides, chemical applicants and deodorizers down the drain.
- The threat of disease carrying pests that hide in your drains.
  (I.e. Drain Flies, Cockroach’s, Fruit Flies, Silver Fish,)

**REDUCES:**
- The risk of harmful sewer gasses intruding your facility through drain lines.
- Costly chemical expenditures and plumbing related call-outs.
- Timely drain maintenance by Facility Staff.
- Sewer load.
- The chemical impact on our oceans and environment.

**Conserves:**
- Water and water related expenses by eliminating the need for trap primers.
- Energy